Cat Café ~Raise Your Cats~
Cat Café ~Raise Your Cats~
Graphics: Very cute
Gameplay: Great time waster and easy to earn coins to get new
kittens
Controls: Very simple
Age Range: From kids to adults
My star rating: 4
Reasoning for 4 stars: I had a problem with purchasing a
kitten and had to restart my game (not the whole game) 3-4
times.

So I got a new android phone, and I want to review some games
I have been playing on my phone. I love animal games, Japan
games, farming games, etc. (I do play Pokemon Go
that review
well probably be lenghty) and enjoy my new phone! I have
issues with it but that is another story!
First off, is this adorable game called Cat Café ~Raise Your
Cats~. You basically run a pet shop that is specifically for
cats, you raise them from kittens then sell them to get more
money to buy more kittens and try to unlock all the cats for
each breed (I have seen you can get Cat Bus from Totoro from
Studio Ghibli). The more expensive the kitten, the rarer the
cat.
I haven’t been playing for long so I haven’t really figured
out if each cat you get is randomized or if you can get what
you want, my theory is it randomized. I also really haven’t
figured out how to increase discipline, cat rating (when
selling) or stuff like that. I’m slowly learning though!

It is fun to learn how to do discipline, cat rating, etc. with
the cats and then see if you did it right. Yes, the guessing
game can get boring but it can be entertaining as well (plus a
great time waster). Even if you don’t achieve great discipline
or rating you can still sell the adult cat and try again cause
white kitten are only 1 coin and you can use them as guinea
pigs to try and figure it out like I’m doing!
Here is a gameplay video:
I defiantly suggest this game for children (or teens) who want
a cat but have parents who are allergic, but, if you want a
game to raise a cat or nurture it watch out for more of my
reviews cause I’m going to do a list of animal games that are
my favorite on the phone
but I still recommend this one!

Pin this article if you enjoyed it! :)

